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SOLUTION TO COUNTERFORCE: LAND-BASED MISSILE DISARMAMENT

Our tixed band-baaed missiles, in separate silos, 3. In case unintended war occurs, the Snviet land-

will Innk more and more vulnerable to attack if based missiles will no longer have an incentive to

MJRV and increases in accuracy cannot be prevented. strike first against our missifes out of fear of a strike

WWout determined efforts to cnntrnl these develop- from us. In this regard, our territory will tend not

ments, aach land-based force wifl, in time, be able to be in the line cd fire.

to largely annihilate the other depending only upnn 4. An expensive raci to modernize, protsct, and
who strikes first. Only submarine based missiles, and improve the ability of each land-based missife force
airhnme bnmbera, wifI then provide a reliable deter- to destroy the Iand.based missile force of tbe other
rent in the style to which we have now become ac- side will be abnrted.
customed, viz. a high probability of having hundreds 5. Tbe periodic political outcries of gaps and aur-
of warheads available for retaliation even after a de-
liberate, clever attack of the other side.

prise attack threat-utcries focused on the vulnera-
bifjty of our back-up land-based missile forc+wfll

There will be fittle purpose to our land-based mis- be avoided.
siles when this time arrives. They will “draw fire” Increasingly, land-based missiles are at ,tie heart
if war begins. And, if snmehow strategic war bsgan of what concern remains about %abflity”. In the ab
with an attack by our side, such a land-based force sence of land-based missiles, MfRV (necessarily at
would be largely devoted to destruction of the other sea) could no longer be considered “destubtiiing”
side’s land-based furce.

Alf in all, there is considerable advantage, and
--Continued on page 2

Iittfe disadvantage, in n,qgotiating the disarmament Approved by the FAS Executive Committee, this

of buth land-based missile forces. The advantages statement was reviewed and endorsed by the fol-

are lowing specialists: (See page 2 for credentials).

1. The Soviet land-based missiles will cease to Dr. Murton H. Halperin
threaten our cities. Dr. George W. Rathjens

2. TIN Snviet land-based missiles wifl cease to John M. Lee, Vice Admiral USN (Ret.)
threaten a deliberate pre-emptive attack upon our Dr. Herbert Scoville, Jr.
missifes. Dr. Herbert F. York

Counterforce Ten Years Later: Plus Ca Change

On January 10, 1974, Secretary of Defense Schlesinger
revealed a quiet change in U.S. central war strategy. (See
box, page 3). He announced that, several months before,
he had begun the process of improving the accuracy of
U.S. missiles, that we were now targeting Soviet military
targets, and that we were preparing to tight less than
all-out nuclear wars. This was a fundamental and far-
-reaching decision reversing a position which had pre-
viously been debated for more than a decade under the
heading of “deterrence” versus “counter force”.

SeveraI questions arise. Fkst, why was the decision
taken in secret when it is of such importance, and when
it seems to contradict policy statements made by Presi-
dent Nixon, Senator John
few years ago.

Second, the decision is

involving the SALT Agreements limiting missile num-
bers, but the decision is clearly not to be negotiable at
SALT.

Third, will the decision encourage limited nuclear war
both by acknowledging that we are prepared to fight a
controlled nuclear war if initiated by the other side, and
by making our own preparations for initiating one? Thus,
will the decision enhance or undermine U.S. safety?

Fourth, will the decision make future SALT agree-
ments more or less difficult? In what direction is tbe
arms race now heading?

Counterforce versus Deterrence

Stennis and others, - only a In the early fifties, the United States thought of nu-
clear war as a prolonged (sixty day) campaign of exhaus-

partly justified on grounds -Continued on page 3
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since it would not have much in the way of retaliating
forces to aim at indeed, as a way of discouraging
antibaffistic missife systems, it would be counted
‘<stabilizing.”

For these reasons, we propose that each side agree,
in principle, to destrny its Iand-hassd missifes in a
series of negotiated SALT agreements. One-tMrd of
the land-based missife force might be dismantled
in a first agreement lasting for five yeara, during which
time the destruction of a second one-third of the
force would be negotiated, and so on.

Indeed, ‘if the larger Soviet missifes and the
MIRVed U.S. missifeJ were destroyed first, the resid-
ual Iand-based missife force of each side, though parl
of a smaller force, would become less vulnerable to
attack from each other.

There is no stable alternative to our proposal in-
sofar as land-based missiles are concerned. There is
no level of Soviet forces and U.S. forces which wifl
guarantee, indefinitely, that each land-based force
wifl be invulnerable to attsck by the land-based mia-
siJe force of the other. Accuracies are approaching
zero and fimiting them is most unfikely. With pin-
point accuracy, and using multiple warheads, a U.S.
and Soviet force of, say, 1,000 missiles each (or
100 missifes each or 10 missiles each) will each be
able to destroy (on paper at least) the vast majority
of tbe other side’s”force.

On the other hand-if it were agreed in principle
that zero land-based missiles were the goaf-five-
year interim agreements successively lowering the
size of land-based missife forces would be entirely
feasible.

At the end of such a sequence of agreements, the
United States would have onfy a diad, rather than
a triad, of strategic forces. Only sea-based missifes
and strategic hnmbers would remain. But this loss
of redundancy would be more than bakmced by hav-
ing eliminated, in the agreement, more than 1500
Soviet land-based missife+missifes which, in any
case, had neutralized our foregone land-based mis-
sifes by threatening to destroy them pre-emptively.

We stsnd now on the brisk of a “qualitative” fand.
based missile race in which each side is about to
upgrade the counterforce capabtiity of its missiles.
‘fMs wifl put great stiain on these SALT interim
agreements limiting numbers, and make a mockery
nf them. It will increase stratsgic weapons cnsts. And
it will raise unnecessary and unreaf fears in the poli-
ticsf arenas.

At the same time, we stand at a cross-roads at
SALT where we can either hcgin to move dnwnward
through reductions of strategic weapons or we can
try to negotiate a freeze which is not, in any case,
workabIe in the long run as technology cha~ges.

Thus both the counterfnrce prnblems, and the
SALT problem, would be solved best by moving tn-
ward land-based missife dkarmament. ❑

Credentials of Co-Signers of Statement nn Page One

Dr. Halperin was Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Defense of Arms Control and Policy Planning under
President Johnson and Senior Staff Member of the
National Security CounciJ under President Nixon.

Dr. Rathjens has served, among other positions, as
Deputy Director of the Defense Department’s Ad-
vanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) and as
Director of the Weapons Systems Evaluation Divi-
sion of Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA).

Admiral Lee has served, among other positions, as
Assistant Director of the Arms Control and Disarma-
ment Agency (ACDA).

Dr. Scoville was Deputy Director for Science and
Technology of CIA under Presidents Kennedy and

Eisenhower and Assistant Director for Science and
Technology of the Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency under President Johnson.

Dr. Herbeti F. York was Director of Defense Re-
search & Engineering under President Eisenhower,
and earlier Director of Livermoce Laboratory.
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Continued from page 1

tion. Both cities and miMary targets were to be devas-
tated. Later, the United States graduafly realized that its
preponderance of strategic weapons should be aimed ini-
tiafly at the time-urgent targets that could retaliate against
us—a counterforce strategy evolved. Stifl later, during the
missile gap period, the United States was preoccupied
with defending itself against counterforce threat-possi-
bifities to its bombers, threats that never materialized.

But by 1962, it was evident that the United States
would have far more missiles than the Soviet Union for
several years—and more missiles than were necessary
to strike Soviet cities. The excess of missiles had been
purchased for essentially politicaf reasons — Secretary
McNamara did not feel that he could come into Congress
with a request for fewer than 1,000 although it was con-
ceded, inside the Administration, that 400 would do for
military reasons. (By 1965, the United States had a four-
to-one lead over the Russians at abnut 1,000 to 250, in
land-based missifes). In 1962, Secretary McNamara said,
in a famous speech at Ann Arbnc

“The U.S. has come to the conclusion that to the ex-
tent feasible, basic mifitary strategy in a possible gen-
eraf nuclear war should be approached in much the
same way that more conventional military operations
have been regarded in the past, That is to say, prin-
cipal milita~ objectives, in the event of a nuclear war
stemming from a major attack on the Alliance, should
be the destmction of the enemy’s military forces, not of
his civilian population”.

The rationale for this decision was not particularly
strong. If we were not going to strike first, it was asked,
would we not be aiming at only empty holes? DOD said
the Soviets might have a “reload capacity”. In fact, DOD
was assuming, as usuaf, that the war would begin in Eu-
rope with a Soviet aggressive act and that the United
States might well strike first on the nuclear level. Under-
lying the arguments and the rhetoric was an excess of
missiles for which there simply were not enough civilian
targets. Supply produced its own demand.

As the Soviet Union built submarines, Secretary Mc-
Namara moved away from this pronouncement. His
rhetoric became that of “deterrence” rather than “coun-
terforce”. Undoubtedly, U.S. missiles remained targeted
upon Soviet missiles. But the Soviet missife force was
growing beyond the abflity of the U.S. force to keep up
—at least on a missile for missile basis. In the sixties,
counterforce became a generally discredited term.

In the research institutes, however, there was a solu-
tion: MIRV. It could make each missile count for sev-
eral. Thus it could make possible a continued economical
effort to target many Soviet missiles. Secretary McNamara
would not purchase MIRV for this (counterforce) pur-
pose. But he would, and did, buy it to overwhelm any
possible Soviet ABM. In his regard, it was the perfect
penetration aid, requiring that each “decoy” be destroyed
because each was a warhead.

This kept MIRV alive. And much was said about it
being defensive only. It was argued that the small (2-10

QUIET CHANGE IN
CENTRAL WAR STRATEGY

1970 — President Nixon
In seeking to improve the survivability of our forces,
we have deliberately adopted measures desigried..to
demonstrate our defensive intent. Our deployment of
MfRV’s series the same purpose. They do not have
the combination of numbers, accuracy and warhead
yield to pose a threat to the Soviet Iand-based ICBM
force.

United Slates Foreign Policy for the 1970s,’
Richard M, Nixon, Report to Congress,

February 25, 1971

1973 — Secretary Schlesinger
There is in prospect m there has taken place, to
be more precise, a change in the strategies of the
United States with regard to the hypothetical em-
ployment of central strategic forces. A change in
targeting strategy as it were . . . the sizing of our
strategic forces depends on SALT. The change in
targeting doctrine is separable from that and does
not impact necessarily the stilng of our strategic
forces.

Q. Are you going to try to permit the improvement
of nuclear accuracy?

A. Yes.

Q. When was the decision made to improve the ac-
curacy of nuclear targeting?

A. To the extent that I have been involved with
the Department of Defense it has been since I’ve
been at the Department of Defense . . . Now if you
are referring to when a piece of paper went forward,
I believe that the piece of paper went forward last
summer.

Q. Was there not a commitment by the President
in a letter to Senator Brooke that the Government
would not (inaudible).

A. No, I don’t believe so. I think that the Gover-
nment has indicated that it is not seeking a first-
strike disarming capability. As I’ve indicated before,
&at capabdity is not within our grasp.

January IO, 1974, Secretary Schlesinger,
Overseas Press Club

times Hiroshima) size precluded use against enemy mis-
sile silos only. For President Nixon’s assertions in this
regard, see box abeve.

In fact, however, it was considered inevitable among
the more sophisticated observers that the Defense De-
partment could not be prevented from putting high ac-
curacy on these small warheads. There were too many
temptations. At that pint, DOD would have a really
potent counterforce threat.

We had the potential for 3,000 200-kiloton warheads on
our 1,000 Minuteman missiles (three such warheads on
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each). And we had programmed 5,000 warheads on 31
Polaris submarines (16 missiles with 10 warheads each on
each submarine of 50 kilotons each,)

The warheads were relatively small but, in such calcu-
lations, accuracy is much more useful than yield. An
eightfold diminution in yield (megatonnage, payload capa-
bility) can be compensated for by a doubling of accuracy.
Thus a giant Soviet missile with 25 megatons and 1/2

mile accuracy is only as effective as a U.S. one-megaton
missile with 1/6th mile accuracy. The United States did
indeed lead the Soviet Union. in accuracy by a factor of
two to three, And these accuracies were getting to the
point where even with the smallest programmed Hiro-
shima-t ype bombs, hardened missile silos could be threat-
ened.

Furthermore, as with Secretary McNamara,, when there
are too many warheads to target on civilian targets, what
can one do or say to prevent the Defense Department
from targeting military targets? And once this is con-
ceded, what can one do to prevent the missile targeting
from being done with high accuracy? Thus d]d cynics
argue.

People did try. Senator Edward W. Brooke wrote a
long series of letters to President N]xon and Secretary
of Defense Laird. The responses were favorable in tone
but equivocal read literally. The heart of the often re.
peatcd respunse was:

“We have not developed, and are not developing a
weapon system having, or which could reasonably be
construed as having, a first strike potential”,

In addition, the President denied that he was funding
a specific program for improving accuracy to which Air
Force General Ryan had referred with pleasure and
anticipation as providing “hard-target” killers. But this
was all. The evident loophole (“reasonably be construed”)
is now being exploited,

Our own MIRV was first tested in August, 1968. By
1970, it was being deployed. It was evident to the same
experienced observers that this deployment meant the
beginning of the vulnerability of our own land-based
force. The Soviet Union would never be stopped from
catching up. On August 17, 1973 when the Soviet Union
had finally and belatedly tested a MIRV, five years late,
Secretary, of Defense Schlesinger responded to a ques-
tion shout the chances for MIRV controls by saying

“I think that tbe minimal point that one can make is
that the Soviets are unwilling not to demonstrate a
technology that the Americans have demonstrated. The
image~ is something that presumably is not particularly
appealing iri the Kremlin”.

If only we had argued this way in 1968 we might have
tried harder to negotiate.

Now that our own MIRV is deployed, and the ABM
danger has evaporated in a SALT Agreement precluding
ABM, the question naturally and predictably arises in
the Defense Department of completing the process—
putting on the high accuracy.

The rationale being used is partly foreshadowed and
partly new. In the foreshadowed part, Secretary Schles-
inger argues that the strategic situation is now so stable
that a counterforce strategy cannot tre considered a “first-
strike” potential After all, the Russians have submarines.

Presumably he does not argue that the Soviet Union
will like it. When Secretary McNamara made his speech,
Marshall Sokolovskii said “McNamara’s statement shows
concrete and practical evidence of preparation for a pre-
ventive war” (Red Star, July 19, 1962). And when the
Defense Department, in 1969, projected similar Soviet
capabilities against our land-based force, Secretary Laird
said there was no question they were preparing a “tirst-
strike” threat.

Secretary Schlesinger’s new argument is based on as-
serting that the Soviet Union might, in 1980, have a
counterforce capability itself if it learns what we know
now,

“If the Soviets were able. to develop these improved
technologies presently available to the United States
in the forms of guidance, MIRVS, warhead technology,
at some point around 1980 or beyond they would be in
a position in which they had a major countetiorce
option against the United States and we would lack a
similar option” (January 10, 1973).

He goes on to say that this capability might be used
in a novel way. The counterforce option he has in mind
is selective, or reasonably all-out, attacks on US.,land
military targets notwithstanding the existence of a se-
cure sea-based force. In effect, he fears that the increas-
ingly stable nuclear balance might permit limited stra-
tegic attacks that avoided cities, The US. might then
be faced with an ultimatum to woid retaliation lest the
Soviet attacks further escalate to cities. Presumably, the
Soviet purpose would be a show of force.

These limited attack possibilities are not only feared
by Secretary Schlesinger. They are also welcomed, as a
way of solving a strategic dilemma in Europe. In argu-
ing for flexibility before the Senate Armed Services Com-
mittee on June 18, 1973, Secretary Schlesinger said, in
support of the plausibMty of such attacks,

“ or to take, another example, the United States’
pledge to come to the aid of the NATO alliance, which
would mean that we would be forced if we had to rely
exclusively on the assured destruction options, to destroy
Soviet cities and in consequence of thk have destmction
of American cities”,

He would prefer limited strategic attacks instead, Indeed,
such demonstration attacks-on a very limited basis—
are said to be programmed already in the event of war
in Europe.

It seems evident that these apocalyptic considerations
ace sufficiently important and interesting to the body
politic that they should have had much greater airing.
As late m two years ago, Senator John Stennis, Chairman
of the Armed Services Committee, was arguing in sup-
port of the Defense Department against putting high ac-
curacy on our MIRVed warheads. (See Box).
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DOD and Senator Stennis Opposed
Counterforce in 1971

On October 5, 1971, Senator James L. Bucfdey
(Co.servative-Republican, N.Y.) proposed amend-
ment No. 448 to tbe Mflitary Procurement Authori-
zation and asked that ‘hot less than $12,000,000
shall be available only for the purpose of cdrrying
out work in connection with providing counterforce
capability for tbe Minuteman 111 system.”

Scattered excerpts from the debate follow:

Senator Buckley The amendments I have offered
wifl not provide us with a first-strike capabtity for
two reasons.

First of all, these are designed onfy to modify tbe
warheads within existing missifes. We simply do not
have enough missiles to mount enough warheads.
For a first-strike effort, with the improved accuracy,
we should need in excess of 12,000 warheads if we
were ever to try a first strike against the Soviet
Union . . . [Editor’s note: 8,000 are now programmed
on missifes afone].

Second, it should be kept in mind that there are
innumerable situations where flexibility is urgentfy
desired. Let us assume that either from the Soviet
Union or from some other country there are indi.
cations that they have acquired the capability for
a first strike capacity. Let us assume that their first
strike knocks most or all of our strategic weapons.
We would hen have our submarines and additional
weapons. We would then face tfce choice of aiming
those at the civifian population of the enemy, there-
by destroying tens of miflions of human beings in
the Soviet Union or trying to defend ourselves by
directing our missifes at a second strike against the
remaining weapons held by the enemy.

Senator Stennis: The explanation of this amend-

ment includes the word “countetiorce”. Those fa-
mifiar with these terms know that esaentiaffy means
a first-strike capabtify. We have stayed withkI the
terms of deterrence, deterrence, deterrence. That
is what we are talking about at the SALT talks.

. . .

Here is what [the Defense Department says] in
@eir position paper on proposed Amendments No.
448 and 449.

u~e DefeBse Depatient cannOt SuppOrt the PrO-

posed amendments. It is the position of the United
States to not develop a weapon system whose de-
ployment could reasonably be construed by the Soviets
as having a first-strike capability.. SurJI a deploy-
ment might provide an incentive for the Sovieta to
strike first.”

. . .

I stand squarely on that ground. It is not often
that tbe Department of Defense comes out against
an amendment that would put more money in a
bilf.

. . . we do not need thk type of improvements
in payload and guidance now, tie type of improve-
ments that are proposed, in order to have the option
of attackhg mifitary targets other than cities. Our
accuracy is already sufficiently good to enable us to
attack any kind of target we want, and to avoid
cofIateraI damage to cities. The onfy reason to un-
dertake the type of program the amendment suggests
is to be able to destroy enemy missiles in their sifos
before they me launched. This means a U.S. strike
first, unless the adverawy should be so stupid as to
partially attack us, and leave many of MS ICBM’S
in their sifos for us to atiack in a second strike.”

(See pages S15888, 15891,15893 of Congressimmf
Record, Senate, October 5, 1971).

Counterforce & SALT It is true that the Secretary puts great emphasis, as do

The countetiorce decision is put forward by the Sec. ,, ,,milita~ men, on the political consequences of letting the

retary as if it had much to do with SALT—in fact, how-
ever, it is non-negotiable. He does emphasize that “we
cannot permit the other side to have a relatively credible
counterforce capability if we lack the same” (January
10). And “he emphasizes that the other side might have
the capability by 1980 in the form of 7,000 one-megaton
warheads. (The U.S. wifl soon have more than that
number of warheads, and, as noted, with the accuracies
anticipated these will be quite adequate for target-kflling.
Indeed, for limited strikes one wants less collateral dam-
age a force of smaller warheads would he better.)

But he notes that the targeting strategy ,cbange “has
taken place” and that it is “quite dktinct” from our SALT
position (January 10, 1974 backgrounder). In this sense,
the current furor about SALT and the Interim Agree-
ment is an irrelevant smokescreen. Even if the SALT
Agreement had provided for forces of quite equal size,
the Secretary would presumably have wanted this same
targeting doctrine and the same accuracy. why?

omer slae get more than our side possesses in some
dimension of armament. It is as~”med in ~“ch statements
that the side with the most megatonnage might be able to
frighten the other. (Why the side with the ~o~t ~arhead~
or accuracy--our side--might not be able to gain the

upper hand is never clear.)

Indeed, no measure is sufficient to make much differ-

ence. The fact is, and the literature of “limited strategic

attacks” reveals it, that shows of force or resolve in a

contest where neither side can disarm the other have to
do with psychology rather than with weapomy. If one

is “chicken” no amount of additional megatonnage will
help. If one is bald, and willing to take risks to coerce

the other side, no weapen inferiority need matter as

long as a secure retaliatory force is maintained.

These facts are much blurred in the declarations of the
Secretary of Defense, which are further tied to SALT nego-

tiating strategy. He notes with repeated emphasis
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“We must maintain essential equivalence between the
forces available to the Soviet Union and the forces
available to the United States. There should be no
question in the minds of the Soviets as we negotiate
with them of our willingness to achieve that essential
equivalence” (January 1O).

Even as SALT strategy, this can he questioned. why
should there be “no doubt”? Might we not, just as well,
argue that there should be “no doubt” in Soviet minds
that the U.S. was not going to tiy to keep up with the
nuclear Jones mindlessly? Obviously, much turns on the
felt political relevance of militarily irrelevant force im-
balances. Unfortunately, on-going SALT negotiations tend
to exacerbate concern about imhalancestbat would other-
wise be seen to be politically irrelevant as well.

Evolution of N=on Administmtion Doctrine

The link between strategic weapons and resolve has
long preoccupied this Administration. The link began to
be emphasized in the 1970 State of the World Message
where the Administration began to take pot-shots at the
existing strategic posture. It criticized the theory of “as-
sured destruction” as one which be]ievd

“deterrence was guaranteed if we were sure we could
destroy a significant percentage of Soviet population
and indust~ after the worst conceivable Soviet attack
on our strategic forces”.

It suggested that the previous Administration believed
that, if this criterion were satisfied, “restraint in the
build-up of strategic weapons was indicated regardless
of Soviet actions.”

The Administration ca.Jled for “strategic sufficiency”
which, despite its name, was designed to require more
weapons than “assured destruction” under a somewhat
cooler label than the discredited “strategic superiority”.

There was not—asthere had been intbe late fifties—
concern that the Soviet Union might be able to disarm
us. Significantly, the 1970 State of the World expressed
concern about the “Soviet threat to the sufficiency of our
deterrent; the 1971 statement talked of the pcmibility
that the Soviet Union might seek forccstbat could de6troy
“vital elements of our retaliatory capability” (italics
added ).

Indeed, the 1970 statement indicated that the over-
ridhg purpose of our strategic posture was political: “to
deny other countries the ability to impose their will on
the United States and its allies under the weight of stra-
tegic milita~ superiority”.

In both the 1970 and 1971 statements, the Administra-
tion empbasizeu that it must not be “limited to the in-
discriminate mass destruction of enemy civilians as the
sole possible response to challenge” (1971). (It also men-
tioned, without much conviction, that “sufficiency also
means numbers, characteristics and deployments of our
forces which the Soviet Union cannot reasonably inter-
pret as being intended to threaten a disarming attack”.)

In 1972, the President re-emphasized what he had said
in 1971:

“In its broadest political sense, sufficiency means the

maintenance of forces adequate to prevent us and our
allies from being coerced. Thus dtereladonship between
our strategic forces and those of the Soviet Union
must be such that our ability and resolve to protect
our vital security interests will not be underestimated”
(italics added).

In short, the Administration had shifted the standard
for strategic forces from a measurable strategic goal to
a goal that was open-emdcd, depending ultimately on its
own sense of psychological vulnerability. It was con-
cerned that its sense of “resolve not be underestimated”.
But in a balance of terror, as not~, no amount of addi-
tional weapons can be cefiain of satisfying that criterion.
Thus, sufficiency, defined this way, was an open ended
invitation to weapons procurement.

In short, the decision to change our central war strat-
egy was really quite independent of SALT. It grew out
of the Administration’s unwillingness to fall behind by
any measure, no matter how militarily irrelevant tbe
measure. It grew out of the double standard with which
the Administration strategists cannot help but measure
what constitutes “essential equivalence”, And it grew out
of the excessive number of warheads which we have pro-
grammed—an excessive number that forces the Adminis-
tration to targeting and accuracy decisions for Parkin-
sonian reasons. The problem is simple: weapons in search
of a target.

Counterforce and the Lxkefiiood of War

The United States is now legitimizing tbe notion of
limited strategic attacks. In preparing for the possibility
ourselves, and in talking of the fear that the Soviet Union
might engage in this possibility, we are improving the
prospects for limited nuclear war. This assertion can
hardly be doubted. It takes “two to play” controlled war
and if the other side is clearly not prepared, one would
be foolish to try. By advertising our consciousness of
the possibility, we are moving a giant step closer to hav-
ing the Russians try out the ultimatums that we pre-
viously shrugged off as an impossible joke. This is not
good.

Furthermore, if we plan limited nuclear attacks and
talk about it enough, to this extent, we might try such
a strategy. This is a dangerous course. The Russians
are less likely than we to have invested in, and to be
able to rely upon, the command and control” that is
necessary to play limited nuclear war. They, more likely
than we, would just salvo their weapens or not fire at
all. If counterforce targeting means kidding ourselves
about these facts, then the security of tbe United States
will be undermined by it.

Fkmlly, the Secretary does not plan to purchase just

the forces necessary to strike a few Soviet targets as a

show of force this ability we have already had for many
years. He plans to purchase high accuracy and install

it on the Minuteman and Poseidon MIRVS. The result

will be an enormous boost in the capability of our forces

to attack all of Soviet land-based missiles.

DOD thinks that by not specifying exactly what mili.
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tary targets they are planning to aim at, they can con-
fuse the issue. But once higher accuracy is purchased,
it will provide enough capability to attack all of the
Soviet retaliatory weapons-obviously these will then be
the ones aimed at. And high accuracy is needed for
nothing else.

SALT and Counterforce

The Interim Agreement limits the number of silos in
which the two sides can place their missiles. ‘flus it
pins down the targets at which couflterforce weapons
would be aimed. How long will the two sides be willing
to abide by the agreements limiting missile force num-
bers if these forces “become vulnerable?

Growth in missile forces is probably not the answer
to their dilemma, of course. New forms of missile de-
ployment would have to be arranged. With each side
gaining several thousand target-killing warheads, multi-
plying the existing forces in number will not seem cost-
effective, After all, it is cheaper to buy an attacking new
warhead than an entirely new defensive missile.

Oneanswer, ofcourse, istheone FAS provides, Throw
away the land-based missiles and they will cease to be
aimed at each other, with the benefits described on pages
1 and 2.

It should be noted, however, that this solution will not
prevent the targeting of other less important military
targets. Nor will it prevent shows of force, limited nuclear
war (or limited strategic attacks) or whatever. These could
still be carried out by submarine based missiles.

what our solution will provide, however, is a very
small difference between the results of striking first and
of striking second—in this sense it will increase the sta-
bility of the nuclear balance by providing the smalle~f
possible incentive to strike first in a major way.

In the abscinse of such a solution, there will presumably

he land-based missiles in other modes: mobile-based or

based insilos under mountains and so on. Nothi”gco”ld
be more ridiculous at this stage of the arms race. But
in light of the history summarized in this Report, no arms

race procurement possibility can be ~led out as too

bizarre. ❑

NOMINATIONS FOR CCtlJNCIL SUBMl~ED

The Nominations Committee has submitted the fol-
lowing nine names to run for the six Council positions

that become vacant in June. These are Ruth Adams of

ACLU; Halton Ai-p of Cal. Tech.; David Banta of Mount

Sinai Hospital, Lester Brown of Overseas Development
Counc~ John Holdren of UC Berkeley W]lliam Higin-

botbam of Brookhaven National Lafmrato~, Allen Kneese

of Resources for the Future; Jeremy J. Stone, FAS Di-

recto~ Myron Wegrnan of University of Michigan.

The elections will take place in Apri~ members who

wish to nominate other candidatw shodd submit peti-

tions signed by 10 FAS members.

Rise and Fall of Nuclear Suprise Attack

Consider the decline of the nuclear surprise-attack
scenario. It began in the late fifties when exaggerated
estimates of Soviet missile production suggested the USSR
would have missiles while the U.S. still had only bombers.

Scenario (1958-61): The USSR launches large nnmbers
of missiles at U.S. bombers on their bomber bases,
destroying the deterrent.

Problems: The attack is hard to effect because the
bomber bases in question were all over the worlt to
hit them at the same instant meant launching the at-
tacking missiles at different times, thereby providing
some warning. Also, U.S. had nuclear weapons in Eu-
rope and on carriers. (Especially impotiant, the Soviets
did not in fact ever have the missiles on which the at-
tack is premised).

But, at least, the USSR attack made sense on paper and
in concept.

By the mid-sixties the situation was much different.
The United States had 1,000 land-based (Minuteman)
intercontinental missiles and a fleet of 41 ballistic-missile-
firing (Polaris) submarines, with 16 missiles each,, more
than half on station at any one time. The Soviet attack
scenario became at least ten times less plausible. Here
it is.

Scenario: (mid m late sixties): The USSR lau,nch~ mis-
siles attacking not bnly U.S. bombers but,, 1,000 U.S.
missiles as well. In order to cope with the retaliatory
strike from our Polaris submarines, the USSR plans
to shoot down hundreds of such missiles with an anti-
ballistic missile system,

Problems: No sane military or civilian planner in any
count~ would rely upon a ballistic missile defense to

‘shoot down hundreds of missiles. For this reason, this
attack did not make sense, even on paper. (Further,
the Soviet Union did not have a ballistic missile de-
fense. Still further, the Soviet Union did not have the
capacity to destroy even the U.S. land-based targets. )

Notice especially, how much harder this is to believe than
the earlier scenario, This plan may make conceptual sense
but it does not make practical sense.

In recent years the scenario further declined:

Suprise Attack Scenario: (1969-71): The Soviets launch
large numbers of missiles against our land-based mis-
siles and bombers.

Problem: No solution whatsoever is provided for neu-
tralizing our sea-based deterrent. The scenario is baldly
incomplete.

Notice that, by this time, the Soviet Union can not
even be assumed to have a ballistic missile defense. By
1972, there is even a SALT agreement precluding all
but two (strategically irrelevant) missile defense sites. As
a result, the surprise attack scenario for this period is
simply incomplete+n paper or in concept. In short,
by 1970, there was no surprise attack scenario based on
current Soviet forces or any proclaimed extrapolation of
them!

The result was a new political addhion to the scenario:
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Surprise Attack Scenario (1973—): The Snviet Uninn

launches large numbers of missiles against US. land-

ba.sed missiles and then issues an ultimatum against

U.S. respnnses with sea-based balfktic missiles.

Problems: The attack on our land-based forces dries
not significantly change the deterrent situation. Why

then would tbe Soviets risk it?

Our sea-based forces cnuld respnnd against any Soviet
targets they wish, issuing a counter ultimatum—that

full scale attacks on U.S. cities would result in a full
scale attack on Soviet cities.

Soviet attacks on our land-based forces would i“evit.

ably cause widespread fallout and many millions of

casualties. No Soviet planner could assume that we
would carefully and restrainedly calculate after that.
Nor could he be sure that we could distinguish this

attack frnm an W-out attack. NoI could he be sure
that we could restrain our sea-based fnrces with suit-

able communications once the crisis began or our air-

borne tmmbers.

The entire scenario is bizarre-enormous risks for
no point. The enemy disarms his land-based missiles

in order to disarm our land-based missiles (with the

sole advantage that they are dkarnred over our terri-
tory rather than over his). Each side retains a deter-

rent as before, based on sea-based missiles.

On can only imagine that the Joint Chiefs have been
smoking pot. The most incisive way to see the flaw in this

scenario is to imagine that, some months before the at-

tack, the United States had unilaterally dismantled all of
its land-based forces. What would be the significance then

of this scenario? We would have removed the targets for

the attack but would have retained a totally adequate
strategic deterrent. ❑

Status of the Famous Four Criteria

In 1971, the Administration allowed as it had four
secret criteria for determining what strategic forces it
needed and how to negotiate. For those who are insuffi-
ciently cynical about such things, it is reveahg to see
bow little attention is paid tn them.

By 1972 and 1973, these criteria were public. By now
they seem to have been all but abandoned. Of course,
the first criterion is still with us: “Maintaining an adequate
second-strike capability to deter an all-out surprise at-
tack on our strategic forces,”

But the fourth criterion “Defending against damage
from small attack or accidental launches” was given up
when the SALT agreement prohibiting a thin ABM over
the entire country was reached.

The third criterion was

“Preventing-f%- Soviet Union from gaining the ability
to cause considerably greater urban/ industrial destruc-
tion than tbe United States codd i“ilict o“ tbe Soviets
in a nuclear war”.

Whhout doubt the destructive capabilities of each’ side
have reached the point where any differences are irrele-
vant. But the Administration itself signed an Interim
agreement at SALT which did provide the Soviet Union
with much greater payload capability.

Finally, the last criterion is very much at issue today:

“Providing no incentive for the Soviet Union to strike
the United States first in a crisis”.

The only method for doing this today is to get rid
of land-based missiles, Indeed, destruction of U.S. Min-
uteman missiles-whether done unilaterally or as part
of a b]lateral reduction—would dramatically reduce the
difference between a US. retaliator blow befnre or after
a Soviet attack. Thus it would precisely fulfill the cri-
terion above by providing no Soviet incentive to strike
first. ❑
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